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MTU FLEX Announces Move to Level 2.0.a7Iɛ  

Spooky Season Fanboy 

Lego Buttman 

After a successful five weeks of remaining at 

Health and Safety Level Two for COVID-19, the 

MTU Flex Task Force has announced via email 

that campus will be moving to a new level.  They 

were happy to report that confirmed cases and 

the amount of virus detected in campus 

wastewater remained low over the last five 

weeks, which seemed to indicate a shift to Health 

and Safety Level One.  However, instead, MTU 

Flex had something else in mind. 

“Due to the anti-vaxxers in our local community, 

[MTU] will move to a modified Level Two”, read 

the email.  “Specifically, to Level 2.0.a7Iɛ”.  “We 

believe this is the most appropriate route at this 

time, and definitely won’t cause any confusion 

whatsoever.” 

So what does this “Level 2.0.a7Iɛ” 

entail?  According to MTU Flex, the changes are 

mostly to mask requirements.  Here’s a summary: 

•Masks are to be worn from 8:32 in the 
morning to 4:20 in the afternoon, but all the 

time in room numbers whose digits add up to 

either 6 or 9.  

•Masks required in class and labs, but not 
needed when you’re waiting with a crowd of 

people outside of the classroom 

•Faculty may require masks during office 
hours, if they want to, depending on how 

they’re feeling 

•Masks are required in the library so long as 
someone who actually cares is watching- 

which is hardly ever, anyways, so you’re 

good. 

•Wearing a mask over your mouth but under 
your nose is now allowed unless your name 

begins with a vowel 

•Gags now count as masks, except for 
anything shaped like a bone because miss us 

with that furry shit 

 

This left no guidance for MTU Residence 

services, who, after many minor anxiety attacks 

on the part of the RA’s when asked questions they 

had no clue how to answer, sent out an email of 

their own waiving all mask requirements in the 

dorms. 

“Don’t worry about the strep throat and cold 

going around… It builds character,” The email 

read.  “Masks are encouraged, but 

OPTIONAL.”  On the bright side, sauna and room 

capacity restrictions are now also lifted, which is 

pretty solid all things considered. 

The shift in Health and Safety Levels appears like 

it was totally thought through and not at all 

rushed in a confusing need to do something 

without letting any other relevant organizations 

know in advance.  The Daily Bull’s intrepid 

reporter, R. Long, did a deep dive into the 

communications between MTU Flex and other 

parties, and returned wearing a Hawaiian shirt 

and with a lot of stories about a vacation, but with 

nothing of note to report.  All things considered, 

it’s good to know that the strategy of half-assing 

an assignment at the last minute is still effective 

in the “real world” everyone always talks about. 



SCP-049 Spotted On Campus 

Secret. Cats. Partier. 

There have recently been sightings of SCP-049 on campus.  SCP-049 is 
an entity who’s intentions and opinions on burritos are unknown, and its 
threat level is still being assessed.  Postings about this being warn that 
it is a Euclid Class SCP, meaning additional resources are required to 
contain this entity.  Whether or not this SCP already breached contain-
ment in the subbasement of the MEEM is unclear, but it is clear that it is 
out on campus, somewhere, roaming about.  SCP-049 is said to take the 
humanoid appearance of a medieval plague doctor, and was spotted at 
around this time last year as well.  Whether the plague it seeks out is 
COVID or the absinthe that will definitely not be in all of the Halloween 
candy I eat this year is also unclear. 

While no plan to find and contain the entity has been revealed yet, offi-
cials have provided some safety tips to protect yourself against any 
danger this SCP might pose.  Apparently, lavender is said to calm the 
entity, so make sure you buy lavender perfume and body wash and 
lather that shit all over your body.  Bath in it.  Spray it in your mouth.  
That way, no one will come anywhere near you, especially SCP-049.  
Purchase all the lavender scented candles you can and spread them 
around your room and place of living, just for good measure.  If only 
there was a convenient place for all of your lavender-related needs... 
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Premium Lavender Products 

Big Al ’s Lavender Supplies:  420-6969 

• Body Wash 

• Perfume 

• Candles 

• Toothpaste 

• Antifreeze 

• And More! 


